Improving safety through health technologies

Last year's IGF summit in Katowice was an opportunity for many exchanges between partner members and guests of the UN. The statements that were made were loaded with meaning. First and foremost is this quote from UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres in the official report of that summit: “... the pandemic has also magnified the digital divide, and the dark side of technology: the lightning-fast spread of misinformation; the manipulation of people’s behavior; and more” [1].

Thus, health technologies remain a major issue at the present time. They concern both mental and physical health, AI applications with the blockchain and machine-learning. They will be able to reach the importance of a “global fire alarm” [2].

This IGF summit in 2021 has already generated responses from participants. For example, France has since embarked on a path of development reminiscent of our research work on arms control, launching into space the Syracuse satellite which is equipped with a defense system against nuclear radiation [3]. China continues its progress in the creation of a space solar power plant which would make it possible to obtain wireless energy and is already opening a partnership on this project with the United Kingdom [4]. French President Emmanuel Macron's One Planet Summit hosted a conference I was invited to attend focusing on e-commerce and data flow analysis for consumption statistics [5]. President Xi Jinping had words close to ours in expressing his commitment to defending intellectual property and highlighting his role in the arbitration concerning it [6]. New discussions have taken place in China on the best ways to use the networks to stem a pandemic [7], as driving mass movements through the air [8].

In France, the CNRS journal, which is the national centralized institute for scientific research, has taken an interest in how rumors are generated [9] from digital voice analysis to luminous halos that can be synthesized. Experience has shown that the former French President Nicolas Sarkozy had in the past used the pseudonym of Paul Bismuth on his telephone to negotiate illicit agreements, particularly in the middle of the judiciary [10]. A UN campaign showing a virtual reality dinosaur speaking in front of the General Assembly was broadcast to represent absent or fictitious leaders [11].

These artificial communication strategies are often supported by private actors who invest in technologies dedicated to civilians and willingly confuse politics and fiction, taking advantage of it to set up scams, without respect for intellectual property, using offensive means to defend a commercial war that only serves personal interests [12]. They are regularly the subject of complaints to international bodies [13]. Legal means of surveillance that use remote sensing satellites for the prevention of disasters exist, but they meet with some incomprehension in their operation [14].

Indeed, illegal tapping had caused a scandal and the French police services were still openly implicated in significant corruption. The former boss of the central office for the fight against drug trafficking was himself at the head of a major drug resale network. Its role had been revealed when a competing customs service had stopped the main indicator of this system [15]. This affair was the subject of a film whose main actor named Vincent Lindon was also the president of the Cannes...
Film Festival in 2022. Its release a few days before the start of the war in Ukraine justified the projection of a videoconference between festival participants and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky [16]. Russian President Vladimir Putin had prior to his incursion accused Westerners of being Nazis and drug addicts [17].

The fight against addiction is a major global health issue. The fact that officials have been denounced and overwhelmed by their link with scandals linked to drug trafficking or its laundering [18] requires the international community to react. Cocaine, which is mainly produced in Colombia, regularly crosses the Atlantic Ocean on board homemade submarines [19], passing through the Panama Canal and then reaching West Africa. It then crosses the Sahel before being resold in Europe via Spain to then be driven back by “go-fast”, i.e., very fast sports cars.

China's involvement in the war on drugs [20] has had important consequences. Its partnership with its Russian neighbor leads the latter to get involved militarily in the Sahel [21]. Then, its recent investment in the port of Djibouti allows it to support troops on the ground and then to ship fraudulent products before destroying them [22].

This change of strategy is accompanied by a withdrawal of the French forces in the Sahel which had engaged in this territory with the Barkhane force. By the way, France is also accused by Mali in an official letter addressed to the UN Security Council of having armed local terrorists [23]. The aim would have been to justify its presence on this territory claiming, like an incendiary firefighter [24], to fight jihad, but its real objective would have been to take a more active part in the ongoing traffic in the region.

Where Europe recognizes itself as a hub for drug trafficking [25], money laundering engages many multinational companies [26]. Corruption is so high that hoaxes are noticed [27]. Reforms prompted by think tanks made up of economic and political analysts have helped to generate ideas to clean up the market, as did the ban on the waste of unsold new products [28] enacted in France during the presidency of Emmanuel Macron. This decision took place a few years after China decided to stop buying waste from foreign countries despite having been the main importer for a long time. This change in policy marked a desire to participate in international campaigns aimed at protecting the environment by promoting selective sorting [29]. It was in fact the confinement during the COVID-19 crisis that managed to control the exchanges in a secure way.

The global scourge that cocaine represents for public health and the global economy is the subject of many prevention campaigns around the world. The UNODC presents under the title “Coffee instead of Coca” [30] a legal alternative to the development of the poorest countries. The UN DESA Summit for Fair Investment [31] was an opportunity to reorient trade in productions from countries in difficulty in Latin America and Africa with the help of China [32]. Indeed, it has decided to bring its experience to support the agricultural activity of many countries [33]. The effectiveness of the measure demonstrates its success since the countries concerned can repay the debt induced by this external contribution [34].

Where cocaine has never been decently championed by any member state or NGO, cannabis is following a different trend with the legalization of medical or recreational use in many countries around the world, with significant economic opportunities [35]. Similarly, the ban on palm oil exports from Indonesia, which was the main producer, goes in this direction and supports the environmental discourse [36].

Moreover, the withdrawal of the American army from Afghanistan as well as the concomitant entry of Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi into this country and his diplomatic meeting with the Taliban had many consequences in the world [37]. First, the price of opium has again become prohibitive to
the point of extinguishing this market [38]. Then, the intention to extend the Silk Roads through the Pakistani corridor and then to join Iran while arranging the implementation of the energy treaty raised many expectations throughout the Middle East [39], which recovers its traditions, revives its economy, and pacifies relations at the regional and international level.

Money laundering, tax evasion, capital volatility linked to overconsumption are all evils of the neoliberal capitalist economy from which the idea of cryptocurrencies was born [40]. This is due to a misunderstanding and a disengagement with public service which implies a withdrawal of the central banks of the States. In principle, these can, at the international level of their agreements, enact quantitative easing by buying back the debts of public companies and allow the injection of liquidity that stimulates the economy. To this end, a settlement of the trade balance has been proposed to accompany more equitably the production of goods by jobs in the services sector [41].

As the war on drugs engages Vladimir Putin's Russia in Ukraine, technological innovation brings solutions inspired by biomimicry and invites the international community to take advantage of this opportunity to open manufacturing to new developments. This announcement is echoed in North Korea which now authorizes itself to use a preventive nuclear strike in the event of a threat [42] and whose diplomatic relations with Russia are developing. The technical genius thus shows amazing creations: powerful electric bicycles [43], oblique detonation engines [44], thermobaric weapons [45], intercontinental missiles [46].

The legal framework provided by UN ITU and applied to robotic systems means that very few missiles carrying heavy payloads have been used. All this material represents the visible part of the arsenal available to the forces [47]. It is moreover a motion sickness which limits the Russian advances on the European territory [48]. Schematically, the peat that bogs down tanks had already had the same effect on soldiers' boots in the past.

China has asked the United States for an open investigation into military research in the field of biological weapons and held charges against its center at Fort Detrick [49] allegedly responsible for the epidemic of COVID-19. Similarly, during the war in Ukraine, the question of biological laboratories was reopened between the United States [50], Russia [51] and China [52].

Control of body movements has become central to discourse in recent years [53]. It is linked to racism [54], decolonization [55] and the cultural specificities that characterize the defense of certain nations [56] [57]. In terms of mental health, acts of cannibalism have increased remarkably [58]. An anxiety-provoking policy had dramatic consequences [59]. Organ trafficking reaches a climax when some bodies are not fully returned after a terrorist attack [60] attributed to the Islamic jihad which uses the same networks as those of drug trafficking including those of corruption in its fight [61].

Everyday diseases that affect human posture can be regulated in different ways. While the topic of computerized facial recognition has occupied the mainstream press, China has made an important contribution in identifying people by body shape [62]. It also called on the international community to establish a mutual recognition mechanism for health data information [63].

Support from the base develops the body or can reduce it. It is thus possible to use health technologies with the aim of preventing crime or supporting economic activity through effort at work. An Instagram influencer who dies of facial cancer doesn't just suffer from bad luck [64]. A cultural identity who dies after a long paralysis of the limbs will no longer take the fatherland into his propaganda [65]. The educational intention is also surprising [66] when the genealogy of the leaders is discussed by the UN [67].

The health technologies that support mobility and accompany action are to a large extent found in
the water pipes contained in the infrastructures. It is also useful for communication. In reference to
SDG 7, “clean and affordable energy” usable inversely to manufacture directed energy weapons,
hydraulic power broadcasts vibrations in the air through building materials that resonate with
different periodic movements whose events constitute repetitive tasks for the human body such as
walking, heartbeats or brain waves.

The complexity of this network and its adaptability in concentrating pressure modulated signal
beams [68], as well as making sound above the threshold of osteophony, offers the ability to push
the different parts of the body and allows behavior to be controlled to track more accurate activities.
This technology is interesting to help people with disabilities, but also others who wish to progress
in society. It could balance a gender gap with equity. Thus, human trafficking [69] and climate
action [70], which is the subject of crises and disruption, are two interconnected notions to precisely
equilibrate for justice, avoiding waste with energy.

The skin is a breathable tissue. The exchanges are made by pressure with the air. They are more
numerous when the muscles which are below are in the effort and support a physical activity. The
muscles convert oxygen into energy. Similarly, the different areas of the body give off a particular
smell of perspiration. It is then possible to trace a bodily activity by following the air currents
contained in a room, which are animated by the movement or by the vibrations of the water pipes
diffused through the building materials. The effect is even more evident as the total amount of pipe
flow in complex infrastructures is high.

To understand the history of the agreements that manage the water distribution networks and the
health applications obtained from them, we must go back to the years before the end of the Cold
War, with the logic of blocks between the States that stood in the way of the diplomacy of today's
multilateralism.

The renewal of the Warsaw Pact was a major peak in the geostrategy of the time. It took place in
1985, the year Russian President Konstantin Chernenko died when Vladimir Putin was a KGB
agent and France had an ambiguous and unstable position regarding his affiliation. It was
nevertheless a year of significant technical and industrial development with the start of Cisco,
which today presents itself as a supplier of applications for the Internet, but also of the Renault
Super Cinq, which demonstrated better energy management through simplified mechanics. Then in
1989 history is marked by the fall of the Berlin Wall and the death of Emperor Hirohito the same
year.

The political alternation that occurred in France in 1986 committed the country to cohabitation by
bringing to the government Jacques Chirac and his Minister of the Interior Charles Pasqua [71]
whose sad reputation linked him to the “French Connection” which sold drugs from Marseilles. Its
role at the global strategic level was to set a standard between conventional technologies familiar to
civilians in industrialized countries and advances in the arms race between superpowers.

This party progresses in official responsibilities and reaches the top of the state while the leaders of
the main opposition party don the nickname “Elephants of the Socialist Party”. During this period,
the conglomerate formed by Universal which produces variety artists and Vivendi, the water
distributor, takes on considerable media importance. It acquires brands such as SFR for mobile
telephony and Canal+, the encrypted cinema channel which offers its satirical program “Les
Guignols de l'Info” in clear, which caricatures with puppets the important personalities of the time
in a TV show. This group passes for a moment under the influence of another industrial leader
Vincent Bolloré.

Finally, it is concomitantly that one of the authors of this program Alain de Greef, who had first
suffered from cancer of the jaw, died the same day as Charles Pasqua. For his part, Jacques Chirac died at the age of 86, a symbolic number which places him in history, after having suffered from gout, a disease that attacks the joints for a long time.

This activity is also reminiscent of SDG 14 “Life below water” in the sense that April 1st is celebrated by tradition as the day when people hang paper fish behind their backs with jokes or pranks that are sometimes unpleasant, and which is also known as fake news day. It is recently that the Chinese software company Tencent took part in this group and provides this leverage for arbitration in the courts for the defense of the right to intellectual property [72] [73].

**Support settlement activities with health technologies**

One of the main threats to the development of populations and the renewal of the numbers recorded is inbreeding. It mainly concerns rural regions, mountainous areas, or island countries. Aging manifests itself in this way, when a fall in the birth rate due to a decrease in available resources occurs. Inbreeding affects cities to a lesser extent, even though the isolation of families and the lack of connectivity for young people can maintain certain effects [74] [75].

Gender imbalance is also an aggravating factor in the well-being of the population. The need for labor that justified the procreation of boys tends to disappear with the automation and robotization of industry. The UN ITU P2C Initiative often offers the topic of empowerment of women and girls in the field of scientific knowledge to open the discussion with different members on the internet [76].

The mechanisms that protect biodiversity must be scientifically analyzed [77]. The initiatives of certain States which present birth rate objectives must demonstrate an openness to maintain the vitality of their country. This is the case of Victor Horban's conference in Hungary, but also of the Spring Festival in China, which is the occasion for major transnational e-commerce. Ukraine has also had an important tradition of international matrimonial mediation.

There are still many barriers to exchange in this area [78]. A reform of the UN Security Council has been proposed to introduce a greater contribution of women to leadership, to support human rights above all [79]. This discussion was also an opportunity for a dialogue between China and the African Union on a relevant issue of goodwill to offer a “community of destiny” to humanity and defend multilateralism widely and everywhere [80].

First, the lack of discipline between the armies which authorizes certain violent excesses must be controlled [81]. Also, respect for intellectual property is called into question in cases described as “surprise rapes” [82]. Next, the continuity of archaic practices [83] [84] [85] which confuse conjugal life with a recidivist recourse to prostitution [86]. Access to decent employment for all precarious people is a necessity that will avoid misunderstandings. Support measures for populations at risk are essential to raise poverty levels [87] [88].

Donald Trump’s disastrous experience in Miss Universe pageants in the 1990s has had ramifications all the way to Epstein-related cases, giving popular mainstream media a mystifying boost to vulgarities that confuse film and private life that involve real people to the denial of intellectual property. His passion for fun activities and his involvement against the Espionage Act [89] as well as the negotiations he led in the fentanyl crisis [90] suggest risky liberal management that may pose a threat to tackle for cyber security.

The ineffectiveness of the commercial technological solutions offered by the market [91] leads us to
recall the central role of the Member States in the management and planning dedicated to demography. Only a sincere political commitment [92] can meet the legitimate expectations of the communities [93].

The involvement of young people in the work of the commissions of international bodies is an encouragement to open and socially inclusive participation insofar as they can express themselves on the requests made by their fellow citizens. These members can try together to provide answers to their wishes by taking advantage of the experience of other communities and improve their resilience [94].

The UN SDG Action-Campaign Festival is a periodic event that provides a first-hand look at the reality of this commitment. That manifestation permits to emphasize motivation for partner members across the international community. Similarly, the NRI and Youth IGF Summit provides an organizational framework for the implementation of regulations favorable to international law.

Having a partnership in the UN system with local leaders reflects the communication established with the populations. Nationalist or neoliberal political parties are less available than those who defend ecology or socialist policies to form a network with the UN [95] [96]. Voluntary support provided by personalities from civil society to international law with elected officials during parliamentary elections is an important way of demonstrating the depth of these encounters and to improve diplomacy while performing forward a political transition [97].

The militant action that accompanies humanitarian aid must be better protected. It must therefore be better represented and declared to be recognized. Associative commitment is useful for this because it comes in partnership with the media and social networks. The participation of a political leader elected official, or a representative of the UN is a guarantee of respect by the public authorities which must be put forward and defended.

In this context of social involvement, the Social Credit Note in China is an example that extends the initiative provided by the Citizenship Course or Civic Service in France. All States should concentrate their efforts to converge around this common goal. In the event of failure of the local security services, the presence of blue helmets becomes a necessity to ensure the effectiveness of the right of association and to allow democratic expression in a normal civilian framework.

Moreover, the NGO model that the UN is developing through the call for change is the only viable one in international law [98]. The financing of the States is largely derived from borrowing from each other or from the World Bank. It must be used as a priority, by being redistributed efficiently [99], to create new professions [100] with social workers who engage to serve in the service employment sector, as civil servants do, by developing capacities for “a decent work and an economic growth” as committed by SDG 8.

This effectiveness assessed by the UN IMF will stoke to promote settlement activities with connectivity for renewable energies to support population and that will help to succeed the Sustainable Development Goals.
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